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JACK LEON RUBY, AKA. LEE HARVEY OSWALD, AKA. DASH VICTIM. CR.

ON NOVEMBER TWENTY SIX INSTANT, NO ONE ONE TWO FIVE DASH C REPORTED TELEPHONE CONVERSATION HAD WITH MARY ANN Mc CALL. HOSTESS, BACHELOR'S CLUB, DALLAS ON NOVEMBER TWENTY FIVE LAST. Mc CALL, KNOWN TO INFORMANT FOR A NUMBER OF YEARS, IS REPORTED TO BE QUOTE FIXER UNQUOTE AND QUOTE PAY OFF CONTACT UNQUOTE BETWEEN DALLAS POLICE AND CRIMINAL ELEMENT.

DURING PHONE CONVERSATION INFORMANT ASKED Mc CALL IF SHOOTING OF OSWALD WAS AN ACCIDENT AND SHE REPORTEDLY STATED QUOTE NO, I DON'T THINK SO UNQUOTE. Mc CALL WAS ASKED TWO OR THREE TIMES IF IT WAS ACCIDENT AND EACH TIME SHE SAID IT WAS NOT BUT REFUSED TO MAKE FURTHER STATEMENT OR CLARIFICATION ON PHONE, STATING TO INFORMANT QUOTE YOU KNOW HOW IT WORKS UNQUOTE.
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